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Your excellency, Ambassador Munir Akram, ECOSOC President 
Excellencies and distinguished delegates, 
Ladies and gentlemen: 
 
 My name is Liberato Bautista, president of the Conference of NGOs in 
Consultative Relationship with the United Nations (CoNGO)1. I want to thank 
your excellency for inviting me to address this meeting  of the ECOSOC Bureau. 
 
 Your excellency, you have recently addressed CoNGO’s NGO Committee 
on Financing for Development at a virtual breakfast meeting to brief the NGO 
community on the 2021 Financing for Development Forum and the Financing 
for Sustainable Development Report. The NGO leaders in attendance greatly 
appreciated your availability and openness to interact.  
 
 The NGO Committee on FfD is one of over 40 NGO committees of 
CoNGO2 that consult and engage with the functional commissions and 
subsidiary bodies. 
 
 Engaging in dialogue and maintaining accessible lines of communication 
is critical to the consultative relation between NGOs and the UN System. NGO 
support for robust multilateralism entails access by NGOs to and at the UN, 
which in the same measure, also means UN’s access to the voice, expertise and 
support offered by civil society.  
 
 Support for the ideals of the UN is at its most profuse when NGOs are 
included as critical allies, indeed as partners, implementers, and evaluators. The 

 
1 CoNGO is an international NGO in general consultative status with the UN. See CoNGO at http://ngocongo.org/vision-mission-and-objectives 
2 See NGO Committees at http://ngocongo.org/ngo-committees 
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presence of civil society actors worldwide allows them to extend the reach of the 
UN and its Member States to those left furthest behind. 
 
 The consultative relation and competence of NGOs are at their best, and 
most productive and beneficial, when access to and modalities and practical 
arrangements for participation at meetings of the organs, related bodies and 
specialized agencies of the UN System, certainly of ECOSOC, are valued and 
frequent, clear and consistent, coherent and transparent. 
 
Excellencies, 
 
 Access is the lifeblood that delivers meaningful and relevant NGO voice, 
expertise and competence at the UN and in all of society. From a recent 
consultation CoNGO undertook, we said, “Facilitating and enhancing the 
participation of NGOs in the  United Nations System is central to the mission of 
CoNGO. 

 
  “Working to ensure that NGOs have adequate and regular access to UN 
meetings, conferences, special events and documentation has been a prime 
CoNGO function throughout its 72 years of existence. 

 
 “NGO access to and at the UN is a major channel through which NGOs 
assert their voice and exercise their agency throughout the UN System, 
contributing their expertise,  commitment, energy, and substantive input to 
policymaking processes. 

 
  “CoNGO has constantly striven to ensure and defend the free exchange 

of ideas among all parties at the United Nations,  including in relation to UN 
Summits and  Conventions. 

 
 I say the above to underscore the need for periodic review of the 
operationalization of 1996/31, consistent with its Principle 17,  so that with the 
input of NGOs in consultative status, we could devise steps to improve NGO 
access to and at the UN, hence the effectiveness as well of  NGOs to deliver its 
part in supporting the UN.  Please consider the following concerns: 
 

• Consistency in implementing ECOSOC Res. 1996/31 across the UN 
System, including at UN regional commissions, in accordance with its 
Principle 16. 

• Implement 1996/31 as it provides for presencing the voice and narrative of 
warm-blooded NGO leaders at meetings, not on a “time permitting” basis 
but one where their voice and submissions are seen as crucial and key to 
the support for the work of the UN. 

• Increase the acknowledgement of written statements by NGOs in the 
main texts of intergovernmental bodies, particularly in the “taking note” 
section, and less as footnote. 
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• Devise effective modalities for the engagement of NGO expertise in 
negotiations and decision-making which are crucial and key to a global 
partnership to address systemic issues besetting “we the peoples” and our 
planet.  

• Listening to the voice of, and reading the text from, civil society not just in 
English, but in the languages they speak 3The virtual character of 
meetings under pandemic conditions not only means more people 
joining those meetings but also greater frustration when they cannot 
understand the language such meetings are conducted in.4 

• Innovate to preserve and not reduce participation and speaking rights of  
NGOs at UN meetings. The COVID-19 pandemic should cause us to be 
creative rather than restrictive even as we follow health and safety 
guidelines. 

• The uncertain length under which we restrict physical meetings at the 
UN must seize us in  developing ways to mitigate digital divide so that 
more people in the world can access information and participate. 

 
  Excellencies, 
 

  CoNGO has a longstanding working relationship with the NGO  liaison 
support offices of the UN—certainly at the Department of Economic and Social 
Affairs, and at UN Offices in Geneva and Vienna. We have included Secretariat 
staff from these offices and the Chair of the ECOSOC Committee on NGOs to 
address issues and concerns arising from the implementation of 1996/31.  

 
  Plans are underway for a global briefing of the NGO community to 

amplify our shared purpose to address issues and concerns raised by NGOs in a 
manner that is timely and responsive—all for the purpose of bettering NGO 
participation in the life of the Council and the UN. 

 
 As we move forward to the next 75 years of this multilateral enterprise we 
call the UN, I want to emphasize how awesome it was that the nations of the 
world in 1945, seized of the moment—indeed by the ravages of World War II, and 
the vestiges of slavery, colonialism, and the holocaust—they reimagined their 
relations so that in collaboration they forged a new organization dedicated to the 
fundamental proposition that “We the peoples of the UN” are determined “to 

 
3 CoNGO is currently forming an NGO Committee on Language and Languages. The proposed Committee will cover both	language use at the 
UN	(sexist language, the language of hate, the language of peace, human rights language) and the	use of languages at the UN	(provision of 
translation and interpretation, documentation, outreach to speakers of other languages, parity among languages, protection and promotion of 
indigenous languages, etc.). 

 
4 A recent report of the Joint Inspection Unit (JIU/REP/2020/6) said, “The essence of the United Nations iis the universality of the Organization and 
its mission. Multilingualism is the main instrument of the Organization for its governance, but also for reaching out to its constituencies, the people 
of its Member States.” 
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save succeeding generations from the scourge of war,” “to reaffirm faith in 
fundamental human rights”, and so much more.  
 
 I humbly submit that the determination to address the ravages and 
pillage of World War II and rise from it have not been matched by the ways and 
means this venerable institution and its Member States have given so far to 
addressing the pillage and plunder of COVID-19.  
 
 It is time that the multistakeholder actors of our collaboration, including 
us NGOs, is put to work to address this coronavirus pandemic and the 
intersecting pandemics resulting from climate chance, from hunger and poverty, 
from forced migration, from racism and xenophobia, employing every principle 
and approach, not the least of which include whole-of-government and all-of-
society 
 
Excellencies, 
 
 This Council’s work is crucial, if not monumental. In that work, we want 
to be visible and responsible. Involve us. The task at hand connects us to a 
continuing past, which is to save succeeding generations from death dealing 
events like wars, and in our time, the scourge of global pandemics.  
 
 The Council is one critical fulcrum in the fight against the world’s health 
and social pandemics. We must battle these pandemics with all  the stakeholders, 
and the science and  policy tools we have in the local, national, regional, and 
multilateral arsenal. In the tasks that lie ahead,  we must soldier on, even as we 
need more than foot soldiers to meet the gargantuan challenges. 
 
 NGOs, civil society organizations and grassroots organizations stand 
ready to secure together the public space so that inclusive, participatory and 
democratic institutions thrive and prosper. We stand ready to collaborate with 
the UN and its Member States to secure humanity5 and the global commons for 
the common public good—free and universal vaccination included—for the 
survival of people and the planet.  
 
Thank you very much. 

 

 
5 CoNGO is collaborating with the UN Trust Fund for Human Security and the World Academy of Art and Science “to conduct a global survey of 
stakeholders regarding their understanding and experience on programs based on an integrated approach to human security as set 
forth in General Assembly resolution 66/290. The survey seeks feedback from those engaged in activities related to human security 
from UN member states, UN agencies, parliamentarians, science academies and research institutes, and NGOs, including youth 
organizations. The findings of the study will serve as guidance for the design of educational and other program initiatives.”  
 


